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How does it work? 

• These topics can be delivered in 45-minute, 60-minute, 75-minute, and 90-minute

formats. They can take the form of a keynote, presentation, training, or workshop. The

longer sessions include breakout groups and/or work time for greater participation and

integration of concepts.

• Two or more topics can be combined for longer sessions, or for half day or full-day

trainings. For shorter more frequent contact, see our 15-minute Inspirational Power

Sessions (delivered via Zoom). www.yourhappinessu.com/corporate-wellbeing

• All sessions include professionally-created engaging slides which you can elect to

receive the PDF manual of for distribution to participants.

• Online sessions can be recorded for your company's internal usage. If we are hosting

the Zoom session, we can record it and send you the link to download it.

• We offer sessions on line, as well as in-person for a higher fee.

Fee depends on the general number of attendees, the amount of trainings you are 

interested in (one, a series or ongoing), whether the session is online or in person, and if 

out of the "town" area or not. E-mail erin@yourhappinessu.com with the above 

information and we can generate a quote, as well as schedule a call or an online 

meeting with Alice to go over your needs. 

If you are interested in topics other than what you see, please let us know. We can also 

provide sessions such as Yoga at your desk, various disciplines of body movement and 

stretching, Mind-Body Connection topics for stress reduction, etc. Please inquire. 

www.yourhappinessu.com/corporate-wellbeing
mailto: erin@yourhappinessu.com
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Adaptability and 
Change Management 
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People and 
Interaction Management 
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Use the Power of Body Language 

The body doesn't know how lie. Using scientifically-proven body 

language interpretation to understand intentions and to open up 

engagement can be a distinct advantage in every situation. Learn 

how to interpret basic nonverbal communication from head to toe to 

give yourself the benefit of full understanding of every conversation 

you have. 

This presentation covers: 

• Body language fluency to improve nonverbal communication.

• How to project confidence, interest, and authority in your interactions.

• The way to gauge where another is coming from by their body language.

• Multiple tips on how to use this to your advantage.

•
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Clear Your Clutter to Get Unstuck 

Productivity, energy and flow can all be improved by taking the time to 

let go of that which is unused, unloved, unfinished and unorganized. 

Gain profound awareness of what your clutter means and how it 

affects your motivation. Create space for success, affluence, 

opportunities and creativity. 

This presentation covers: 

• The energetic effects of clutter culmination.

• Why we cling to clutter and how to "break up" with your

belongings effectively.

• Where to start clearing your clutter from.

• How to get started and be successful .
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How to Overcome Procrastination 

If there's something you don't want to do, but "have" to do, you will 

tend to defer it if there is no deadline or consequence. Procrastination 

has this weird way of making us feel guilty and overwhelmed even 

while doing nothing. Learn why we procrastinate and gain simple, yet 

effective and proven ways to beat the drag, and get it done. 

This presentation covers: 

• How to overcome the emotional dread of procrastination.

• Understanding the non-procrastinator's brain.

• The seven triggers that make a task "procrastination worthy."

• The science of procrastination and the first rule to follow for success.
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Take Action Against Distraction 

Click. Swipe. Delete. 80% of us check our smartphone before we 

even get out of bed in the morning. The average worker gets 

interrupted 50-60 times per day, 80% of which are unimportant 

interruptions. Constant distractions not only leave us less productive, 

but also more stressed than ever. Multi-tasking mayhem has also 

robbed us of time. 

This presentation covers: 

• Identifying your form of distraction for greater distraction targeting.

• The 3 categories of distractions with solutions for each.

• How to reclaim your focus in the office and at home.

• How to prioritize the day's demands with proven strategies.
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Untangle Your Mind with a Brain Dump 

We all have things to remember, projects to start, people to call, 

places to go, commitments we've made over time and more. 

Untended things in our head cause us to lose efficiency. When our 

minds are disorganized, the thoughts, ideas and stressors floating 

around makes thinking clearly and making decisions harder. 

This participatory presentation covers: 

• A hands-on process that helps to clear the mind and calm thoughts.

• How to get everything from your head logged onto paper.

• A method to group and determine priorities for action.

• The best way to organize the data unloaded from your brain.
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Mindset and 
Perspective Management 
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Reduce Negativity at Work and in Life 

How do you handle negativity in the workforce? In the community? In 

your family? Understand negativity, where it comes from and how to 

increase your benefit with a new bigger-picture perspective. Learn 

tangible tips and tools on how you can immediately reduce the effects 

of negativity in your life in a tangible way. 

This presentation covers: 

• Why negativity exists and how it relates to positivity.

• How to reduce negativity in all areas of your life.

• Why some people noticeably attract negativity more than others.

• The "right way" to be positive - most people do it wrong.
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Flourish with a Positive Mindset 

Studies show that a positive mindset not only attracts more 

opportunity and good fortune, it improves health, relationships, 

longevity and well-being. Proven mindset strategies can instantly 

change the reality of any challenge in your life. Rewire your brain to 

spot opportunity, and increase success. 

This presentation covers: 

• The content of our mind and why we are so negative.

• How to change the reality of any given negative challenge.

• The right way to rewire your brain to automatically spot opportunity.

• How to cultivate a mindset that rewards you over time.
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